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Endangered Species Bill Passes

elcome to the first issue of One of the most progressive endangered species protection laws in the nation

Natural Heritage News. In appreciation has been enacted by the Massachusetts legislature after five years of intensive

of the generous support which we
receive from concerned individuals and

organizations throughout the state, we

will be publishing a semi-annual

newsletter. We will report on ongoing

activities sponsored by the Program

and discuss the inventory and scientific

effort by a broad coalition of conservation organizations. Prior to the passage of this

act, which was signed into law on Dec. 27, protections for endangered species

under state law were grossly inadequate, archaic, and even nonexistent for many

species.

Senate Bill #1768 was enacted by a 143 to vote in the House of Representa-

tives and by voice vote in the Senate. The new legislation gives the Division of

Fisheries & Wildlife important new powers to protect endangered and threatened

research we fund and promote. We will plants, animals and their habitats in the Commonwealth. According to Henry
also describe some of our species and

land protection efforts such as our

activities in environmental review,

public lands registry, and the nascent

state Nature Preserve System. Species

that are representative of the 402

species listed as being endangered,

threatened, or of special concern here

in the state will also be spotlighted. We
hope that this newsletter will help our

readers to gain a greater understanding

of the species and habitats we are

working to protect.

Some Massachusetts Plants and Animals
Protected Under the New Endangered Species Bill:
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Small Whorled Pogonia

Short-sared Owl

Woolsey, Coordinator of the Division's Natural Heritage & Endangered Species

Program who has

been working on this

bill for five years,

its passage is "a

major milestone for

wildlife conservation

in the Common-
wealth".

The immediate

impact of the bill is

the creation of

strong provisions

against taking or

selling rare plant and

animal species. The

most significant

components of the

new legislation are

the habitat protec-

tions for endangered

and threatened species. As is true elsewhere, habitat loss is the single greatest

threat to our native plants and animals. The Division of Fisheries & Wildlife will be

drafting regulations this year to implement the habitat protection provisions. After

these regulations become effective, critical endangered species areas will be

selected and designated as "significant habitat" on a case by case basis.

Other noteworthy aspects of the legislation are: the prohibition of taking or

selling of any rare species except as authorized for scientific, educational, or captive

propagation purposes, and fines ranging from $1,000- $20,000 and imprisonment

for up to 180 days for wrongfully altering significant habitat.

Recent biological inventory and research by the Natural Heritage & Endan-

gered Species Program has documented which species in Massachusetts are rare

(see last page for listings). Twenty percent of Massachusetts' native vertebrate

wildlife is on the Division's existing regulatory list of endangered, threatened, and

special concern species. Seven species of birds and mammals that once occurred in

the state are now extinct and seventy-two species of plants and animals have

disappeared from the state in the last 150 years.

Hairy Honeysuckle Upland Sandpiper

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
100 Cambridge Street

Boston, MA 02202 (617)727-9194
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1990 SMALL RESEARCH CONTRACTS
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PURITAN TIGER BEETLE

251 Acres Acquired In 1990

Land protection for rare species

and exemplary natural communities is

one of the highest priorities for the

Natural Heritage & Endangered

Species Program. Towards this goal,

251 acres of significant habitat that

support rare and endangered species

were acquired by the Division of

Fisheries and Wildlife in 1990. The

Division now boasts 778 acres of

habitat bought specifically to protect

rare and endangered species habitat.

Departmental lawyer Daane Crook

facilitated the acquisitions and four of

the 1990 transactions were negotiated

on the Commonwealth's behalf by The

Nature Conservancy. The following is a

brief description of the land purchased

under recommendation of the Program

in fiscal year 1990:

Mashpee: 20 acres (2 tracts) of the

only Pitch Pine/Scrub Oak Barrens in

Mass. that contain Atlantic White

Cedar swamps.

Plymouth: A 15 acre tract containing

an outstanding example of a Coastal

Plain Kettle Pond that harbors several

rare plants, one of which is a candidate

for federal listing.

Clinton: 42 acres of Black Oak
Savanna. This tract borders the Nashua

River and is adjacent to town conserva-

tion land.

Leverett: 90 acres of botanically rich,

moist, hardwood forest on a steep

slope. This tract is adjacent to Dept. of

Environmental Management and town

conservation lands.

West Stockbridge: 84 acres of

botanically rich, moist, hardwood forest

which harbors several rare plants.

MARBLED SALAMANDER P

Research Proposals Sought
for Summer Field Season

Puritan Tiger Beetles, Piping

Plovers, Marbled Salamanders,

Britton's Violet, Wood Turtles,

Nantucket Shadbush... All these and

more were investigated and inventoried

in 1990 with support from the Natural

Heritage Program's Small Research

Contracts funding. Each year the

Program seeks proposals from profes-

sional biologists and amateur natural-

ists who wish to study our native

species and natural communities. The

Natural Heritage & Endangered

Species Program is now accepting

proposals for the coming field season.

Please call Diane Lauber at (617)727-

9194 for a copy of the 1991 Request for

Proposals.

In 1990, eighteen contractors were

awarded a total of $22,221 under the

Small Research Contracts arrangement.

The following is a breakdown of the

projects:

PIPING PLOVER
NORTHEASTERN BEACH

TIGER BEETLE REGAL FRITILLARY

RESEARCH AND
INVENTORY PROJECTS FUNDING

6 Vertebrate Projects $4 472.00

7 Invertebrate Projects $7 551.00
4 Plant Projects $9, 1 70.00
1 Natural Community Project $1,028.00
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Connecticut River Valley and
Deerfield River Inventory

Small Research Contracts Available

Through a cooperative arrange-

ment with the Massachusetts Field

Office of The Nature Conservancy, the

Natural Heritage & Endangered

Species Program will be able to fund

intensive inventory and research

projects in the Connecticut River

Valley and along the Deerfield River

in 1991. The Nature Conservancy

received monies for natural area

inventories as well as land acquisition

in this geographical area due to a

consent decree resulting from a water

pollution lawsuit Up to $25,000 is

available for field inventory and

research projects in 1991.

Natural community surveys are the

highest priority. Also important are

censuses of rare mussels, especially

Alasmidonta heterodon, A. varicosa,

and Lampsilis cariosa, inventories of

state-listed rare damselflies, tiger

beetle and plant populations and

surveys for rare species of moths in

Pitch Pine/Scrub Oak habitats.
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Advisory Committee
Ponders Exotic Topics

Established formally in 1983 and

continuing under the able chairmanship

of Dr. Gwil Jones since that time, the

Nongame Advisory Committee

counsels the Division of Fisheries and

Wildlife on a range of issues. Most

recently the committee has been

investigating the topic of exotic species

in Massachusetts. These include non-

native species in the state whose

increasing presence threatens the status

of native species. Purple Loosestrife,

Gypsy Moth, and Rusty Crayfish are

examples of such introduced species.

The Committee meets on the second

Thursday afternoon of each month at

the Division's Field Headquarters in

Westboro. The public is welcome to

attend these meetings.

MEMBERS

Gwilym Jones, Chair

(Northeastern University)

Kathleen Anderson,

Vice-Chair

Marilyn Flor, Secretary

(Mass. Audubon Society)

Frederick Greeley, Archivist

C. Barre Hellquist

(North Adams State College)

Tim Simmons
(The Nature Conservancy)

Douglas Smith

(U. Mass., Amherst)

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Abigail D. Avery

(Sierra Club)

Sharon Dean

(New England Aquarium)

Christopher Leahy

(Mass. Audubon Society)

Jim McDougall

(Essex County Greenbelt Ass'n)

Mark Mello

(Lloyd Center for Environmental

Studies)

William Patterson

(U. Mass., Amherst)

Mark Pokras

(Tufts University)

Recovery for Federally Endangered Beetle

Launched in Massachusetts

Today there are only two popula-

tions of the American Burying Beetle

(Nicrophorous americanus) in the

United States but by this summer there

may be three. Cooperative efforts

between state, federal, and private

conservation organizations have

resulted in an experimental program to

reintroduce this endangered beetle to a

Massachusetts site where it once was

found.

American Burying Beetle
(Nicrophorus americanus)

Illustration from Swan, Lester A. and Papp,

Charles A., The Common Insects gl North

America. Harper & Row, 1972.

The American Burying Beetle is a

carrion beetle; that is, it feeds and

reproduces upon carrion. With a length

of between 1 and 1.4 inches it is the

largest species in its genus and it tends

to utilize larger carrion than any other

species in its genus. It also has very

distinctive markings. On the back of its

thorax N. americanus has a large

orange-red spot In addition, it has

orange knobs on its antennae, the

anterior portion of its head is red, and

there are two pairs of red spots on its

wing covers.

The life cycle of this beetle begins

when a male and a female beetle

excavate the earth under the carcass of

a small bird or mammal; a process

normally beginning shortly after dark

and usually finishing before dawn.

Sometimes the carrion is moved

laterally underground. The female then

lays her eggs on the carrion and both

parents remain with the eggs until the

larvae emerge about 50 days later.

The American Burying Beetle was

once widely distributed across the

eastern United States but its numbers

mysteriously began to decline about 40

years ago. There are various theories

about why this range contracted so

drastically but none are universally

accepted. Recent inventory for this

species produced only two populations:

one of an uncertain number in Okla-

homa and one estimated to have

approximately 500 individuals on a

New England island. When the U.S.

Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
listed N. americanus as federally

Endangered in 1989 the beetle was

given the maximum protection avail-

able by federal law — protection equal

to that afforded the Bald Eagle and the

Peregrine Falcon. This recognition has

rarely been given to insects.

The federal recovery program for

the American Burying Beetle includes

possible re-establishment of the species

at new sites. Thomas French, Director

of the Natural Heritage & Endangered

Species Program (NH&ESP), sug-

gested that the beetle be reintroduced to

a Massachusetts Division of Fisheries

& Wildlife (DFW)-owned island

which was known to have sustained a

population of the beetles at one time.

In July 1990 a contingent of staff from

the DFW, The Nature Conservancy,

the USFWS, and Boston University

released 25 pairs of beedes at the new

site. Each pair was placed with a

carcass and then covered with a flower

pot to prevent them from flying away.

Twenty-four pairs successfully buried

the carcasses. A preliminary survey

found larvae on 65% of the 17 carrion

checked. We are awaiting this

summer's inventory by the NH&ESP
to determine whether a healthy new

population of American Burying

Beedes has been initially established.
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Piping Plover Population

Appears Stable
Efforts to protect the federally

Threatened Piping Plover (Charadrius

melodus) in

Massachu-

setts seem to

have stabi-

lized their

numbers here

over the past

three years.

During 1990

observers

reported

Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus) finding 1 39
Illustration by J. Zickefoose, 1986 , ,•

breeding pairs

at 58 sites along the coast. These sites

stretch from the North Shore to

Buzzard's Bay. There were 137 pairs

observed in 1989 and 134 pairs re-

ported in 1988.

The Piping Plover is a small bird

that feeds and nests on outer beaches.

The adults, chicks, and eggs are all

sand-colored and well-camouflaged for

their coastal environment.

Their steady decline in numbers

since the 1940's can be partially

attributed to their effective camouflage:

Piping Plovers can be difficult to see by

foot or by shore vehicles, hence, they

are sometimes crushed. Equally

threatening to their survival is in-

creased commercial and recreational

development of the shore and the

growing numbers of predators that such

development attracts.

The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service,

the National Park Service, the Natural

Heritage & Endangered Species

Program, and various environmental

groups have united over the past few

years to reduce the environmental

disturbances which affect the Piping

Plover. These efforts at protection

normally include building small

enclosures around the nesting sites to

discourage predators and seasonally

closing parts of some beaches to the

public to lessen human disturbance. It

is hoped that the efforts of so many

individuals and organizations will

eventually help to increase the numbers

of Piping Plovers - one of the more

widely appreciated species in the state.

Return of the Native: Agalinis acuta Has Prolific Summer

Sandplain Gerardia (Agalinis

acuta) is a delicate, sparsely branched

light green herb which normally grows

to be 5-10 inches tall. Its bell-shaped,

pink-purple flowers are streaked with

two cream colored lines and purple

spots on the white corolla throat.

Sandplain Gerardia (Agalinis acuta)

Illustration by S. Crowe

As is true with many plants in the

genus, the Sandplain Gerardia is a

hemiparasite. In the early stages of

growth it obtains supplemental nutri-

tion by attaching its roots to a sur-

rounding plant, such as little blue-stem

grass. Later, the contact between the

two plants breaks.

In 1980 staff members from the

fledgling Natural Heritage & Endan-

gered Species Program were beginning

to carry out the first recent systematic

censuses of endangered plants and non-

game wildlife in Massachusetts. When
Bruce Sorrie, then as now Program

Botanist, discovered a population of

Sandplain Gerardia on Cape Cod, it

was the first time that this rare species

had been reported in Massachusetts

since 1944. Bruce subsequently found

another population nearby and these

remain the only two populations of

Sandplain Gerardia known in the state.

In an effort to encourage this species,

Bruce and staff from The Nature

Conservancy have a management

agreement with the owners of the land

that support A. acuta populations.

Since Sandplain Gerardia is an

annual plant its populations have varied

widely over the past ten years. In the

1980's one group had just seven plants,

though now it numbers over 100 plants.

The second population reached a record

1,000 plants during the past summer.

Still, as an annual plant, its future is by

no means assured.

Happily, A. acuta has been

rediscovered in all the states in which it

was historically known: Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New
York. In addition, there are recorded

occurrences of it in Maryland. This rare

plant is one of only two Massachusetts

plant species which are listed under

the federal Endangered Species Act.

RAPTOR UPDATE

Since 1982 forty-one Bald Eagle

chicks have been

reared and

released in

Massachusetts

by the Division

of Fisheries & Wildlife. Bald Eagles

have now nested in the state for two

consecutive years. Of the five pairs that

nested here last year, three pairs

produced four chicks which fledged

successfully.

The nesting pair of Peregrine Falcons

in Boston's Custom House tower

successfully raised three chicks in

1990. This pair ^55^ has

produced 12 ^[({f chicks in

4 years.

The nesting " pair of Peregrine

Falcons which settled in Springfield

was featured on a local cable T.V.

network on a 24 hour-a-day basis

during the nesting period. Over

200,000 cable subscribers could view

this pair, making them the most

publicly visible Peregrines in North

America.
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Fund Contributions Top
$400,00 in 1989

Thanks to generous support from

contributors, 1989 was a very good

year for the Natural Heritage &
Endangered Species Fund (formerly

known as the Nongame Wildlife

Fund). Over 75,000 Massachusetts

taxpayers donated approximately

$406,000 by filling in the voluntary

contribution line on their state income

tax forms. Our record year, however,

remains 1986 when taxpayers donated

$418,361. The Fund first appeared on

state tax forms in 1983 and now

accounts for 84% of the Program's

annual operating budget.

Sportsmen's license fees account for

the remaining 16% of the budget

Contributions from tax forms are

deposited directly into the Fund, as is

interest on the principal in the Fund.

With the 1990 filing year,

Massachusetts became one of three

states with voluntary contribution

lines on corporate income tax

forms. The roughly 100,000 corpora-

tions that file income tax forms in

Massachusetts are now able to donate

to the Fund on their tax forms. An
incomplete figure of corporate

contributions, based on roughly half

of the expected returns, is a very

modest $97.00.

Taxpayers can donate to the Fund

on this year's tax forms simply by

adding a contribution to the tax due

or deducting from a refund. All

contributions are tax deductible on

federal tax returns.

MARCH 1991
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106 vernal pools

^VjjJ were certified by the

* Program during the

past year, bringing the total number

of certified vernal pools in the state

to 165. These ephemeral, springtime

pools offer amphibians critical

breeding environments. The Program

commends concerned individuals,

such as those in the town of

Westford, who have been very

active in documenting and inventory-

ing these small yet crucial habitats.

Certification provides the pools

protection only if they occur in an

area under the jurisdiction of the

Wetlands Protection Act.

3*-'

Twice in 1990 Pat Swain (Program

Ecologist), Annie Woolsey (Pro-

gram Protection Planner), and the

DFW's Dick Turner led groups of

Program staff and local volunteers to

a pond on Cape Cod. At this pond

fast-growing Giant Reed-Grass

(Phragmites australis) is overtaking

the shoreline which supports the

endangered Creeping St. John's-

wort {Hypericum

adpressum). In an effort

to curtail growth, the

Phragmites plants were

cut back on each visit.

Development of Giant Reed

Grass is severely restricted by cutting

it back at appropriate times in its

flowering and fruiting cycle, but this

process must be continued for several

years if it is to be successful.

Twelve changes to the state's official

rare wildlife species list were ap-

proved in December, 1989. Three

species were added, two species were

delisted (most significantly the

osprey), and the endangerment status

of seven taxa on the list was changed.

Rare plant list changes were incorpo-

rated in May, 1989.

PUBLICATIONS

The 199 1 edition ofJM Alias of

Estimated Habitats of State Listed

Rare Wetlands Wildlife is now
available. Call the Program office

for order forms.

The Program office produces "fact

sheets" on many listed species and

on some natural communities in

Massachusetts. Species fact sheets

normally include an illustration, a

brief description of the species and its

behavior, a note on its range, and its

population status. Natural community

fact sheets describe a specific area's

vegetation cover and examples of the

listed species which may be found

there. We provide limited quantities

of these publications free to the

public.

This year's promotional poster is

now available free to the public. The

poster, on the osprey's recovery,

features the slogan "You helped

save some local fishermen by giving

them old wooden poles" with a color

photograph of ospreys.

I am interested in receiving a free subscription to Natural Heritage News. Please send future issues to:

NAME

ADDRESS APT.

CITY STATE ZIP

Please mail to:

Natural Heritage News
Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program

Division of Fisheries & Wildlife

100 Cambridge Street

Boston, MA 02202

Save something on your taxes! Contributions to the NH&ES Fund

are usually made on state income tax forms and are deductible on federal

tax forms. Or, you can donate directly to the Fund with a personal check.

Please accept my contribution of $ .

Please make checks payable to "Natural Heritage & Endangered

Species Fund".
u
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1991 STATE BOX SCORE
Massachusetts Listed Species: Endangered, Threatened and

Special Concern Native Plants and Animals
(as listed in 321 CMR 8:00, March 1990)

Taxonomic Group Endangered Threatened

Listed

Special Concern Total

% of State's Total Native

Population That is Listed

Mammals
(including marine)

7

(7 Federal)

5 12 14%

Birds (breeding species,

except for the Eskimo Curlew)

11

(4 Federal)

6

(1 Federal)

13 30 14

Reptiles (including

marine turtles)

7

(4 Federal)

4

(2 Federal)

3 14 47

Amphibians 2 4 6 29

Fish

(inland species only)

4

(1 Federal)

2 3 9 23

Invertebrates

(non-marine only)

20

(2 Federal)

16

(2 Federal)

54 90 N/A

Vascular Plants 106

(2 Federal)

80 55 241 14

TOTALS 155

(20 Federal)

110

(5 Federal)

137 402 15*

* Total percentage has been computed excluding invertebrates since even a rough number of native invertebrate species in the state is unknown.
Federal : Massachusetts species also listed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, as of Sept. 1990, as Federally Endangered or Threatened. Eleven

of these species are whales and sea turtles.

NH&ES PROGRAM STAFF:

Thomas French Assistant Director of Natural Heritage

& Endangered Species

Henry Woolsey Coordinator, Natural Heritage &
& Endangered Species Program

Brad Blodget State Ornithologist (Westboro Office)

Jay Copeland Environmental Reviewer

Bill Davis Eagle Project Leader (Westboro Office)

Meg Goodwin Manager of Information Systems
Diane Lauber Secretary

Scott Melvin Rare Species Zoologist (Westboro Office)

Steven Roble Wetlands Wildlife Biologist

Bruce Sorrie State Botanist

Patricia Swain Natural Community Ecologist

Annie Woolsey Protection Planner

The Program also relies upon interns, volunteers,

and work-study students for crucial assistance:

Robyn Binder Volunteer, Botanical Fact Sheets

Matt Bertrand Intern, Animal Fact Sheets

Christine Dugan Volunteer, Newsletter Writer/Editor

Gretchen Eliason Intern, Assistant Data Manager

Danny Gee Work-study, Data Management

Celina Harshman Work-study, Environmental Review

Diane Lazinsky Intern, Rare Wetlands Wildlife

Tricia Mansfield Volunteer, Vernal Pools

Christina Quinchia Work-study, Data Management
Margo Schulze Intern, Vernal Pool Mapping

Elizabeth Szatmari Work-study, Data Management
Sara White Volunteer, Data Management

We wish to thank Dave Gabriel, DFW Graphic Artist, for

his technical support in the production of this newsletter.

DIVISION OF FISHERIES & WILDUFE

Wayne MacCallum Director

Jack Buckley Deputy Director, Administration

Carl Prescott Deputy Director, Field Operations

FISHERIES & WILDUFE BOARD

George Darey

Nancy Begin

Russ Cookingham
John Creedon

Ernest Foster

Dr. Gwilym Jones

Michael Roche

Chair (Lenox)

(Topsfield)

(Monument Beach)

(Brockton)

(West Boylston)

(Framingham)

(Orange)
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